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Dear Santa Door Banner

DEAR SANTA DOOR BANNER
Finished quilt size: 26 ″ x 46 ″ Plus Prairie Points

Cutting

WOF = Width of fabric from selvage to selvage.

22614-E - Dear Santa panel
• Trim panel to 43 ½ ″ long. Square each long edge of the 
panel, removing as little fabric as possible. Panel should 
be approximately 23 ¼ ″ wide.
 
22619-J - Black envelope toile
• Cut (5) 4 ½ ″ x WOF strips; recut into (40) 4 ½ ″ squares 
for prairie points.
 

22619-J - Red envelope toile
• Cut (4) 1 ″ x WOF strips for flat piping.
 
22621-H - Green wavy stripe
• Cut (4) 2 ½ ″ x WOF strips for outer border.
 
22617-E - Cream stamp print (backing fabric)
• Cut (1) 34 ″ x 54 ″ backing piece.

KIT REQUIREMENTS
12 Kits 18 Kits 24 Kits

Design Yards Bolts Bolts Bolts
22614-E ⅔ 1 1 2
22619-J ¾ 1 2 2
22619-R ¼ 1 1 1
22621-H ⅜ 1 1 1
22617-E 1⅝ 2 3 4

22619-R

22621-H 22617-E

22614-E 22619-J
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Dear Santa Door Banner
Quilt Assembly

Note: Use  ¼ ″ seam allowance for all stitching unless 
other directed. Refer to the quilt drawing as needed 
throughout the following steps.

1.   Remove the selvage edges from the ends of the red 
1 ″ strips. Measure the strips. Trim 2 strips to 43 ½ ″ 
(if possible) and 2 strips to 23 ½ ″. If the strips are 
shorter than 43 ½ ″, sew the (4) 1 ″ strips short ends 
together to make a long strip. Press seams open. Cut 
into (2) 43 ½ ″ and (2) 23 ½ ″ strips.

2.   Fold each strip in half lengthwise with wrong sides 
together. Press. Pin the 43 ½ ″ strips to the long sides 
of the Dear Santa panel with the fold toward the 
center of the panel and the raw edges of the strips 
along the outside edges of the panel. Repeat with 
the 23 ½ ″ strips on the top and bottom edges of the 
panel. Trim strip ends even with panel edges, if 
necessary. Machine-baste in place ⅛ ″ from the edge 
all around.

3.   Repeat step 1 with the 2 ½ ″ green wavy stripe strips 
to measure and cut or stitch and cut strips, except cut 
(2) 43 ½ ″ strips and (2) 27 ½ ″ strips. Sew the longer 
strips to the long sides of the panel and the shorter 
strips to the top and bottom. Press seams toward the 
green strips.

4.   Trim the bordered panel to 26 ½ ″ x 46 ½ ″ to 
complete the banner top, keeping the panel centered 
when trimming.

5.   Layer a 34 ″ x 54 ″ batting piece between the banner 
top and the prepared backing piece. Pin or baste to 
hold layers together. Quilt as desired, stopping 1 ″ 
from the edge all around.

6.   Trim batting only even with the banner top. Trim 
backing  ¼ ″ larger than the banner top all around. 
Fold the backing away from the edge all around and 
pin out of the way.

7.   Fold each black prairie point square in half 
diagonally with wrong sides together, and in half 
diagonally again. Press.

8.   Arrange 7 prairie points on the top edge of the 
banner top with the raw edges of the prairie points 
aligned with the raw edge of the banner and the 
points toward the center of the banner top. Evenly 
overlap the prairie points along the edge to fit. Pin to 
hold. Stitch in place  ¼ ″ from the edge through the 
top and batting layers. Do not catch the backing in 
the seam. 

9.   Repeat step 8 on the bottom edge of the quilt top. 
Repeat with 13 prairie points on each long edge of 
the quilt top.

10. Trim the batting seam allowance close to the 
stitching line of the prairie points. Fold the prairie 
points out from the banner top and the banner seam 
allowance over the batting edge to the inside of the 
quilt. Press.

11. Unpin the backing. Turn the edge to the wrong 
side  ¼ ″ all around. Press. Pin the folded edge of 
the backing to the folded edge of the banner seam 
allowance just below the prairie points. Handstitch 
the backing edge in place, or, from the front of the 
banner, machine-stitch very close to the bottom of 
the prairie points, catching the folded edge of the 
backing in your stitching.

12. Quilt as desired in the unquilted 1 ″ around the edge 
of the banner to finish.

While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of 
this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in 
which individual work varies.
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